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PART 1: READING COMPREHENSION Read the text carefully and answer the questions (8pts).   

Everyone wants to look good! Most women and even some men try to improve their appearance by using 

cosmetics and hair coloring. You can even change your eye color by wearing color contact lenses. 

Another, more dramatic, way to change appearance is plastic surgery. Surgeons can remove wrinkles, correct 

our body shape, shorten noses and even make lips thicker. However, until recently, you could only dream of 

becoming ten centimeters taller. Now Professor Ismailov gives people, who think they are too short, the 

chance "to grow".  

In his clinic in the small Russian town of Kurgan, Dr. Ismailov makes patients' legs longer by using a special 

instrument after breaking their bones and moving them apart. It is a very long and painful process, which may 

take up to eight months. 

People come to his clinic for different reasons. Some were born with certain defects and can’t live a normal 

life without this operation. Others have perfectly healthy legs but believe that the extra centimeters will help 

them in their careers. Still others feel that this will help them find love or improve their relationships.  

A / VOCABULARY CHECK: Match the words or expressions in the first column from the text to their 

corresponding definitions or synonyms (4pts)        Example:  5 -  d 

1. improve                    a.  health center  

2. wearing                    b.  think  

3. to change                 c.   specialized  Doctors in medical operations 

4. Surgeons                 d.  lines and signs in the skin especially caused by age or fatigue 

5. wrinkles                  e.  the contrary  of “ to remain intact “ 

6. shorten                    f.   putting on  

7. clinic                        g.  ameliorate 

8. were born                h. came to life 

9. believe                      i to become small or short 

 

B /COMPREHENSION  CHECK:  1- Read the text carefully and answer the following questions briefly  (4pts) 

1. What is the text about ?………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What is Dr. Ismailov?  …………………..………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. According to the text, are men also interested in improving their  appearance  ? ……………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………….………..……  

4. According to you, how many types of cosmetics are there? Cite them………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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TPART TWO LANGUAGE IN USE(6 pts) 

A. Fill in the gap with the expressions in the box below. (3pts) 
 

7. Example:  6.    She   is   my sister.. 

1. You …………………………………... keep your skin natural.    

2. They use bleaching creams  ………………………………….…….. they believe that men love only light women. 

3. For your problem, you  ……………………….. to see a specialist. 

4. My junior sister likes……………….. off. 

5. Yesterday I  ……………………. to the market to buy shampoo for my hair  

6. Using cosmetics is the ………………………………..way to be attractive but … 

7. She    is   my sister. 

B. Choose the correct answer to fill the gaps                 Do like in the example  (3pts) 

                                      Example:       7. What   about stopping talking and listen to the teacher?   

1. Samy and Henoc  keep their classroom clean …………………………….. be healthy   (up / in order to / for  / so that ) 

2. Naomie  goes to the meeting by taxi ……………………………………… he can be on time (for, to , so that , because) 

3. I feel like …………………………………. English like an American  ( to speak / speaking / spoke  / has been spoken) 

4. Grace  wants ……………….. go now . (for   /  in /   to / because) 

5. In my  ………………………………..,  that is a very bad decision (obligation  / country  / opinion / has / is getting) 

6. Tower A is ………………………….. than  Tower B  (big  /  bigger /  biger /  biggest  / bigest) 

7. What      about  stopping talking and listen to the teacher?  (about  /  don’t  / why ) 

PART THREE:  WRITING COMPOSITION :(6pts)    In developed country, people plastic surgery to 
change their appearance.  In your school girls like using cosmetics to bleach their skin.  As a student 
of 4e write an article to show the bad effects of cosmetics on the skin. 
-Mention the names of some bleaching cosmetics 
- Mention the consequences of bleaching the skin 
- propose solutions to stop it. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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